Bharati Vidyapeeth University a pioneer amongst its contemporaries, having its foundation built through the vision and foresight of its founder who envisaged the role of universities in spreading the essence of education in India through private participation. A sincere endeavor to create a holistic and conducive environment for education in India, lead to its foundation in 1996. Today it has transformed itself into one of the largest multi-disciplinary, multi-campus university in India covering and offering quality education in all major disciplines.

Quality as its hallmark and consistent performance has resulted in outstanding achievements, landmarks, and milestones in all possible fields of education. The testimony to these include; The MHRD of Government of India according it with ‘A’ University Status, accreditation with ‘A’ grade in 2004 and then reaccreditation with ‘A’ grade by NAAC in 2011 with a CGPA of 3.16, better than many established contemporary universities in the state. All these has earned itself the reputation as being one of the top universities in India, thereby creating for itself a niche presence at the national level.

Through the years, in the era of competition has not deterred it from the path of excellence and it has exceedingly performed well on all established parameters of quality and performance with its peers at the state and national level. Through various polls and survey the university and its constituent unit have always been ranked high and have shown to be a favored destination for the national as well as international students for educational pursuits.

In a comprehensive survey conducted by an established magazine, The Week, for the Best Universities of India, based on stringent and performance critical parameters, BVU has performed exceedingly well. In the list of top 50 universities, it is ranked 40th and also ranked 6th in the West zone. In the category of Private and Deemed universities, it is ranked 3rd, a truly heartwarming performance considering the stiff competition from its contemporaries at the national level. Another survey by Careers360, for ranking outstanding well-rounded multidisciplinary universities in India, under the Private institution ranking, BVU is ranked 7th, and also ranked 3rd in the AAAAA category of degree awarding institution. This indicates that it is well ahead of many illustrious and established private universities.

It has also set its footprints in the international arena, where it is emerging itself as a formidable player with potential to make a mark in the field of education and Research encompassing global competition. Through the years of its establishment, the university which took on the noble and arduous journey of spreading the essence of education in the country has been successful in bringing about a social transformation by igniting and enriching young aspiring minds through dynamic education.